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Abstract
We find the complex structure on the dual of a complex target
space. For N = (2, 2) systems, we prove that the space orthogonal to
the kernel of the commutator of the left and right complex structures
is always integrable, and hence the kernel is parametrized by chiral
and twisted chiral superfield coordinates. We then analyze the partic-
ular case of SU(2) × SU(2), and are led to a new N = 2 superspace
formulation of the SU(2)× U(1) WZW-model.
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1 Introduction
The low energy sector of a string theory is conveniently described by studying
maps from a Riemann surface to a target space. Classically, this gives rise to
generalized harmonic map problems, and at the quantum level, this gives a
description of d = 2 quantum field theory. Duality [1, 2]4 is a map between
different target space descriptions of the same field theory, and has given a
great deal of insight into the nonperturbative structure of the space of string
backgrounds [5, 6, 7]. Here we study how duality acts on complex structures
on the target space. Specifically, given a target space with an hermitian
complex structure preserved by the appropriate connection [8], we find the
dual complex structure that is similarly compatible with respect to the metric
and connection on the dual target space.
On target spaces with torsion inN = 2 supersymmetric theories, there are
two relevant complex structures [8] (see also [9, 10]). When they commute,
an N = 2 superspace description of the model can be given in terms of a
potential that is a function of constrained N = 2 superfields. In the general
case, we prove that the space orthogonal to the kernel of the commutator
of the complex structures is integrable. This implies that a subsector of the
theory can be described as in the fully commuting case, but for the remainder
of the theory, as for the general (noncommuting) case, no N = 2 superspace
description is known. However, a special case was described locally in [9].
Here we find an application of the construction of [9] by first showing that
the dual of the obvious complex structures on SU(2) × SU(2) gives rise to
noncommuting complex structures on SU(2) × U(1), and then using these
to construct a new N = 2 superspace action for the super WZW-model on
SU(2)× U(1).
We begin by briefly reviewing some of the results of [8, 9]. In N = 1
superspace, additional supersymmetries (beyond the one made manifest by
virtue of being in superspace) are generated by complex structures on the
target space [11]. The condition that these give the usual supersymmetry
algebra implies that the complex structures are integrable, and the condition
that these are symmetries of the action implies that the metric is hermitian
with respect to the structures, and that they are covariantly constant with
4See also [3] for a simple description of some aspects, and [4] for a discussion of global
issues.
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respect to a connection with torsion that is given in terms of the curl of a
two form on the target space [8] (see also [10] for a succinct review). The key
observation is that supersymmetry determines these properties, so if we find
a transformation of the target space that preserves the supersymmetry, we
will automatically find corresponding complex structures. Duality is such a
transformation, and thus we find dual complex structures.
Extended supersymmetries are most naturally described in extended su-
perspace. However, it is not known how to do this in general. On general
dimensional grounds, an N = 2 superspace lagrangian is expected to be sim-
ply a potential function of some scalar superfields. To get any dynamics at
all, at least some of these superfields must be constrained. For example, if
the target space is Ka¨hler, then the lagrangian is the Ka¨hler potential, and
the superfields are chiral [11]. In general, when the left and the right com-
plex structures (J± below) commute, then the N = 2 superspace lagrangian
is known and is described in terms of chiral and twisted chiral superfields
[8]. However, generically the left and right complex structures do not com-
mute. After considering some general aspects, we find an N = 2 superspace
lagrangian for an example with noncommuting complex structures.
2 Complex Structures and Duality
Given a supersymmetric nonlinear σ-model lagrangian
S = − 1
2pi
∫
D2((gµν + bµν)D+X
µD−Xν) (1)
with an isometry generated by a vector field Y that obeys LY (db) = 0, one
can choose (local) coordinates such that Y = ∂/∂X0 and the metric g and
torsion potential b are independent of X0. Then one can get a new target
manifold with new metric g˜ and torsion potential b˜ by dualizing [2, 1] as
follows: Gauging the symmetry with gauge fields V± (replace D±X0 with
D±X0 + V± and choosing X0 = 0 gauge), we get the first order lagrangian
S = − 1
2pi
∫
D2
[
e00V+V− + ei0D+X iV− + e0iV+D−X i + eijD+X iD−Xj
+φ˜(D+V− +D−V+)
]
.(2)
Here {µ, ν} = 0, 1, .., 2n−1, {i, j} = 1, .., 2n−1, eµν = gµν+bµν , and φ˜ is the
lagrange multiplier whose variation imposes V± = D±X0 and gives back the
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original action (1). Extended (2, 2) supersymmetry of the action (1) implies
that there is an invariance δεX
µ = εJµ+νD+X
ν and δηX
µ = ηJµ−νD−Xν
where J± are integrable complex structures that are covariantly constant
with respect to a connection with torsion Tµνρ = ±12(∂µbνρ + ∂νbρµ + ∂ρbµν)
[8, 3, 10]. The first order action (2) is invariant under
δεφ˜ = eµ0ε(J
µ
+0V+ + J
µ
+jD+X
j) , δεX
i = ε(J i+0V+ + J
i
+jD+X
j) , (3)
δεV+ = D+δεX
0 ≡ D+[ε(J0+0V+ + J0+iD+X i)] , (4)
and
δηφ˜ = −e0µη(Jµ−0V− + Jµ−jD−Xj) , δηX i = η(J i−0V− + J i−jD−Xj) , (5)
δηV− = D−δηX0 ≡ D−[η(J0−0V− + J0−iD−X i)] . (6)
To find the dual model, we eliminate V± by their equations of motion
V+ = e
−1
00 (D+φ˜− ei0D+X i) , V− = −e−100 (D−φ˜+ e0iD−X i) (7)
so that
δεφ˜ = ε
[
eµ0J
µ
+0e
−1
00D+φ˜+ (−eµ0Jµ+0e−100 ei0 + eµ0Jµ+i)D+X i
]
, (8)
δεX
j = ε
[
J j+0e
−1
00D+φ˜+ (J
j
+i − J j+0e−100 ei0)D+X i
]
, (9)
δηφ˜ = η
[
e0µJ
µ
−0e
−1
00D−φ˜+ (e0µJ
µ
−0e
−1
00 e0i − e0µJµ−i)D−X i
]
, (10)
δηX
j = −η
[
J j−0e
−1
00 D−φ˜− (J j−i − J j−0e−100 e0i)D−X i
]
. (11)
From the transformations (8-11), we can read off the dual complex structures
K+ and K−:
Kµ+ν =


eµ0J
µ
+0e
−1
00 −eµ0Jµ+0e−100 ei0 + eµ0Jµ+i
J j+0e
−1
00 J
j
+i − J j+0e−100 ei0

 , (12)
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and
Kµ−ν =


e0µJ
µ
−0e
−1
00 e0µJ
µ
−0e
−1
00 e0i − e0µJµ−i
−J j−0e−100 J j−i − J j−0e−100 e0i

 (13)
with respect to {dφ˜, dX1 .. dX2n−1}.
Substituting (7) into (2), we get the new action [2]
S˜ = − 1
2pi
∫
D2
[
1
e00
(D+φ˜D−φ˜+ e0jD+φ˜D−Xj − ei0D+X iD−φ˜)
+(eij − ei0e0j
e00
)D+X
iD−Xj
]
(14)
and read off the dual metric g˜ and torsion potential b˜:
g˜µν =


g−100 g
−1
00 b0i
g−100 b0i gij − g−100 (gi0gj0 + bi0b0j)

 , (15)
and
b˜µν =

 0 g
−1
00 g0i
−g−100 g0i bij + g−100 (gi0bj0 − gj0bi0)

 (16)
with respect to the same basis as above.
We end this section with some observations. If J+ = J− (the Ka¨hler
case), then generally K+ 6= K−, but [K+, K−] = 0. Further, if we begin with
[J+, J−] = 0 (and J+ 6= J−), then in general [K+, K−] 6= 0. In the most
general case, when [J+, J−] 6= 0, the conditions for [K+, K−] = 0 are:
{J+, J−}i0 = [J+, J−]µ0gµ0 = {J+, J−}µigµ0 − {J+, J−}µ0gµi = 0 , (17)
2(J i+0J−0j − J i−0J+0j) = g00[J+, J−]ij − [J+, J−]i0g0j , (18)
where J0j ≡ Jµjgµ0.
5
3 Integrability
As we have seen, the right and left complex structures J± on the target man-
ifold do not commute for generic σ-models with torsion. A simple algebraic
argument shows that the kernel of the commutator [J+, J−] is the direct sum
of the kernels of the sum and difference of the two complex structures:
ker[J+, J−] = ker(J+ + J−)⊕ ker(J+ − J−) . (19)
The whole manifold cannot be described in terms of chiral and twisted chi-
ral superfields. However, if there are one-forms annihilated by [J+, J−], and if
these one-forms form an integrable Pfaff system (equivalently if (ker[J+, J−])⊥
is integrable), they can be integrated to coordinates on the manifold. Here
we show that the set of one-forms in the kernel of [J+, J−] is always integrable
(we have also shown that the one-forms in each ker(J+ ± J−) are separately
integrable). These preferred coordinates are described by chiral or twisted
chiral superfields, and are perpendicular to a foliation of the manifold by
submanifolds on which the commutator has no kernel.5
To prove that the forms in the kernel of the commutator [J+, J−] are
integrable, it is convenient to choose complex coordinates in which J+ is
diagonal and constant. The vector index µ splits into holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic indexes µ→ m, m¯. In these coordinates, J+ is given by
Jm+n¯ = J
m¯
+n = 0 , J
m
+n = iδ
m
n , J
m¯
+n¯ = −iδm¯n¯ , (20)
and the components of the commutator are
[J+, J−]
m
n = [J+, J−]
m¯
n¯ = 0 , (21)
[J+, J−]
m
n¯ = 2i J
m
−n¯ , [J+, J−]
m¯
n = −2i Jm¯−n . (22)
One-forms aµ dx
µ in the kernel of the commutator satisfy
aµ [J+, J−]
µ
ν dx
ν = 0 , (23)
5In a previous version of this paper, we concluded that the kernel was not integrable.
This was because we looked at the integrability of of the vector fields annihilated by
[J+, J−]; this kernel is indeed not integrable, which implies that there does not exist a
foliation by submanifolds on which [J+, J−] = 0. However, such a foliation is not needed
to guarantee the existence of chiral and twisted chiral superfields.
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which in the holomorphic coordinate system is equivalent to
amJ
m
−n¯ = am¯J
m¯
−n = 0 . (24)
The underlying supersymmetric σ-model induces several restrictions on
the complex structures; as we use a holomorphic coordinate system, only
equations involving J− are relevant. J− is covariantly constant
DµJ
ρ
−ν ≡ ∂µJρ−ν + Γ(−)ρλµ Jλ−ν − Γ(−)λνµ Jρ−λ = 0 (25)
with respect to a connection with torsion
Γ(−)λµν = {λµν} −
1
2
T λµν , (26)
where {λµν} is the Riemannian connection of the metric on the target mani-
fold, and T λµν is the torsion tensor. An algebraic identity relates the torsion
and the complex structure [8],
T λµν = J
ρ
−µJ
σ
−νT
λ
ρσ + J
ρ
−[ν|J
λ
−σT
σ
ρ|µ] . (27)
Finally, because the metric is hermitian with respect to both complex struc-
tures, in the holomorphic coordinate system for J+ some of the components
of the connection Γ(−) and the torsion T vanish:
Γ
(−)i
j¯k¯
= Γ
(−)¯i
jk = Γ
(−)i
jk¯
= Γ
(−)¯i
j¯k
= 0 , (28)
T i
j¯k¯
= T i¯jk = 0 . (29)
Let ωp = apµdx
µ, p = 1, ..., N span the set one-forms in the kernel of
the commutator of the two complex structures. These one-forms can be
integrated simultaneously to N coordinates on the manifoldM if and only if
the Frobenius integrability condition is satisfied, that is, if the algebra of the
dim(M) − N vector fields Xq = Xνq ∂∂xν orthogonal to the forms ωp closes.
Explicitly, for all vector fields X satisfying ωp(X) ≡ apµXµ = 0, we must have
[Xq, Xr] = Cqr
sXs.
Here the orthogonal vector fields X are (see 23):
Xν = [J+, J−]
µ
ν
∂
∂xµ
. (30)
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Note that the index ν on Xν runs from 1, ..., dim(M), but only dim(M)−N
vector fields Xν are linearly independent. We have integrability if all the ω
p
are annihilated by [Xµ, Xν ], i.e., if
apµ [J+, J−]
µ
ν ⇒ apµ [J+, J−]ν[κ [J+, J−]µλ],ν = 0 . (31)
Consider first κ, λ = k, l both holomorphic. Then (21) restricts the sum-
mation over µ to the antiholomorphic part: µ → m¯. The integrability con-
dition (31) becomes
am¯ J
ν
−[k J
m¯
−l],ν = 0 . (32)
We eliminate the derivatives on J− because it is covariantly constant (25)
am¯J
ν
−[kΓ
(−)ρ
l]ν J
m¯
−ρ − am¯Jν−[kJρ−l]Γ(−)m¯ρν = 0 . (33)
In the first term, (24) implies that the summation over ρ is only over the
antiholomorphic part of that index. Because of this and (28) we can anti-
symmetrize the l and ν subscripts of Γ(−) in the first term. This picks the
antisymmetric part of the connection and we obtain:
am¯J
ν
−[kT
ρ
l]νJ
m¯
−ρ − am¯Jν−kJρ−lT m¯ρν = 0 . (34)
But using the identity (27) this is equivalent to
am¯T
m¯
kl = 0 , (35)
which is satisfied because of (29). The proof for λ, κ in (31) both antiholo-
morphic is equivalent, and we are left to consider, e.g., κ = k¯ antiholomorphic
and λ = l holomorphic. The integrability condition (31) becomes
am¯J
n
−k¯J
m¯
−nl,n − amJ n¯−lJm−k¯,n¯ = 0 . (36)
Each term in (36) vanishes by itself. The first one is
am¯J
n
−k¯
(
Γ
(−)ρ
ln J
m¯
−ρ − Γ(−)m¯ρn Jρ−l
)
= 0 (37)
The summation over ρ in the first term of (37) is restricted to the antiholo-
morphic part because of (24) and then the whole expression (37) vanishes
because the components of the connection entering it are zero (28). The
second term in (36) vanishes similarly.
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Thus we have proven that the set of one-forms annihilated by the commu-
tator of the two complex structures can always be integrated to coordinates
xµ on the manifold. They correspond to chiral and twisted chiral superfields.
The levels xµ = constant of these distinguished coordinates folliate the target
manifold with submanifolds on which the commutator of the two complex
structures is nondegenerate.
Actually, to conclude that the coordinates correspond to chiral and twisted
chiral multiplets, we need the integrability not just of (ker[J+, J−])⊥, but of
(ker(J+ ± J−))⊥ each separately; this can be proven using the same tech-
niques as above. Then chiral superfields correspond to ker(J+ − J−) and
twisted chiral superfields to ker(J+ + J−).
4 An example
The SU(2)× SU(2) WZW model has the action S = S1 + S2, where
S1(h) =
1
2pi
∫
∂M
tr(h−1∂hh−1∂¯h) +
1
2pi
∫
M
tr(h−1dh∧ h−1dh∧ h−1dh) . (38)
and similarly for S2. Writing h = exp
i
2
θLσ3 exp
i
2
φσ2 exp
i
2
θRσ3where h ∈ SU(2)
and σ1, σ2, σ3 are Pauli matrices, we have
S1(h) =
1
2pi
∫
∂M
(∂φ∂¯φ+ ∂θL∂¯θL + ∂θR∂¯θR + 2 cosφ∂θL∂¯θR) . (39)
The metric and the torsion potential can be read off from S(h). We construct
complex structures on SU(2) × SU(2) starting from the action on the Lie
algebra su(2)⊕ su(2); for example, we may choose
I+ : E
1,2
± → ±iE1,2± , E13 → E23 , E23 → −E13 , (40)
I− : E
1,2
± → ±iE1,2± , E13 → −E23 , E23 → E13 , (41)
where I± are expressed in a basis of left(right)-invariant frames, ea(L), e
a
(R)
defined by g−1dg = ea(L)Ta, dgg
−1 = ea(R)Ta, respectively. Here T1, T2, T3 are
i/2 times Pauli matrices and E1,2± =
1√
2
(T1± iT2) , E1,23 = T3. Thus we find
the noncommuting complex structures
Jµ+ν = e
µ
(L)aI
a
+be
b
(L)ν , J
µ
−ν = e
µ
(R)aI
a
−be
b
(R)ν . (42)
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The commutator of the complex structures J± has a two dimensional
kernel. We now find the corresponding complex coordinate explicitly. In a
basis of one forms arranged as (dθ1L, dθ
1
R, dφ
1, dθ2L, dθ
2
R, dφ
2), the two complex
structures are given by the following matrices:
J+ =


0 0 −1/sinφ1 0 0 0
0 0 cotφ1 cosφ2 1 0
sin φ1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1/sin φ2
− cosφ1 −1 0 0 0 cotφ2
0 0 0 sinφ2 0 0


, (43)
J− =


0 0 − cotφ1 −1 − cos φ2 0
0 0 1/sinφ1 0 0 0
0 − sinφ1 0 0 0 0
1 cosφ1 0 0 0 − cotφ2
0 0 0 0 0 1/sinφ2
0 0 0 0 − sinφ2 0


. (44)
Explicit calculation shows that J+ − J− has no kernel but J+ + J− vanishes
on a subspace of dimension two. The two eigenforms are:
1
sin φ1
(cosφ1 − 1)dφ1 + dθ2L + dθ2R , (45)
1
sinφ2
(1− cosφ2)dφ2 + dθ1L + dθ1R . (46)
These can be integrated to a complex coordinate η
η = 2 ln(cos(φ1/2))− θ2L − θ2R − 2i ln(cos(φ2/2))− iθ1L − iθ1R (47)
that is holomorphic with respect to J+ and antiholomorphic with respect J−:
dη J± = ±idη . (48)
In superspace, this coordinate is described by a twisted chiral superfield.
We now perform a duality transformation with respect to a coordinate
X0 = (θ1R + θ
1
L)/
√
2 as described above in the general case, and get a new
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metric, torsion, and complex structures K+ and K−. The new space we
get is (SU(2)/U(1)) × (SU(2) × U(1)). The two complex structures K+
and K− commute on an integrable 2 dimensional subspace of the tangent
bundle (the tangent space of the SU(2)/U(1) factor), but do not commute
on SU(2)×U(1); the anticommutator of K+ and K− on SU(2)×U(1) gives
−2I cosφ, where I is the identity. Explicitly, on SU(2)/U(1), in a basis
(dφ1, dψ ≡ dθ1R−dθ1L
2
− dφ˜√
2
), where φ˜ is the new dual coordinate (14), we have:
K+ = K− =


0 − tan φ1
2
cot φ
1
2
0

 . (49)
On U(1) × SU(2), in a basis (dχ, dθ2L, dθ2R, φ2), where χ ≡ θ
1
R
−θ1
L
2
+ φ˜√
2
, we
have:
K+ =


0 cosφ2 1 0
0 0 0 −1/ sinφ2
−1 0 0 cotφ2
0 sinφ2 0 0

 , (50)
K− =


0 1 cos φ2 0
−1 0 0 − cotφ2
0 0 0 1/ sinφ2
0 0 − sinφ2 0

 . (51)
On SU(2)/U(1) there is no torsion and the metric is
g˜ =
[
1 0
0 tan2 φ
1
2
]
, (52)
and on U(1)× SU(2) the metric and torsion potential are
g˜ =


1 0 0 0
0 1 cosφ2 0
0 cosφ2 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , (53)
b˜ =


0 0 0 0
0 0 cosφ2 0
0 − cosφ2 0 0
0 0 0 0

 . (54)
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The essential point is that though SU(2)× U(1) admits commuting left
and right complex structures, duality has given us some others. This can be
most easily understood if we paramatrize the group SU(2) × U(1) as (see,
for example, [13]):
g =
eiθ√
ΦΦ¯ + ΛΛ¯
(
Λ Φ¯
−Φ Λ¯
)
, θ = −1
2
ln(ΦΦ¯ + ΛΛ¯). (55)
Letting the imaginary quaternions
(
0 i
i 0
)
,
(
0 −1
1 0
)
,
(
i 0
0 −i
)
act on(
dΛ dΦ¯
−dΦ dΛ¯
)
from left or right gives two commuting sets of complex struc-
tures J1−, J
2
−, J
3
− and J
1
+, J
2
+, J
3
+; in terms of these, K+ and K− (50,51) are
expressed as
K+ = J
3
+, K− = cosφ
2J3+ + sinφ
2 cos θ2RJ
1
+ − sinφ2 sin θ2RJ2+ (56)
and it is clear their anticommutator is −2 cosφ2. We can interpret this
as follows: by construction, [J+, J−] = 0. However, SU(2) × U(1) has an
orientation reversing outer automorphism Ω that acts by taking the U(1)
generator Q→ −Q. This preserves g and b, but not J ; so K− = Ω(J3+).
We summarize the situation as follows: On SU(2) × SU(2), there is no
choice of J+ and J− such that [J+, J−] = 0. The dual of SU(2) × SU(2)
is SU(2) × U(1) × SU(2)/U(1); this does admit J± that commute, but the
complex structures that we find by duality (K± above) do not commute.
5 A new N = 2 description of SU(2)× U(1)
The essential ingredient for N = 2 superspace in two dimensions (with
Lorentzian signature) is a pair of complex spinor derivatives D± that obey
the algebra (see, for example, [8, 10]):
D2± = D¯
2
± = {D±, D¯∓} = 0 , {D±, D¯±} = ±i∂± , (57)
where ∂± are the usual two-dimensional derivatives along the two lightlike
directions. An N = 2 superspace action is written as
S =
1
2pi
∫
D2D¯2K(Φi) , (58)
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where K is some potential function of various superfields Φi. As discussed
in the introduction, a (2, 2) superfield description of arbitrary N = 2 super-
symmetric sigma-models (in particular, WZW-models) is not known unless
J± commute. In that case, the model can be described in terms of chiral
superfields Φ (D¯±Φ = 0) and twisted chiral superfields Λ (D¯+Λ = D−Λ = 0)
[9]. The simplest example is SU(2)×U(1), where we parametrize the group
element as [13]
g =
eiθ√
ΦΦ¯ + ΛΛ¯
(
Λ Φ¯
−Φ Λ¯
)
, θ = −1
2
ln(ΦΦ¯ + ΛΛ¯) , (59)
and the superspace Lagrangian is
K = −
∫ ΛΛ¯
ΦΦ¯ dζ
ζ
ln(1 + ζ) +
1
2
(ln(ΦΦ¯))2 . (60)
By construction, the manifest complex structures are the commuting ones.
We now give an N = 2 superspace description with respect to the noncom-
muting complex structures K± we found above.
To do this, we use a different superspace description in terms of semichiral
and anti-semichiral superfields Φ1, Φ¯1,Φ2, Φ¯2 (which obey D¯+Φ1 = D¯−Φ2 =
D+Φ¯1 = D−Φ¯2 = 0) [9]. We find the action by a new kind of duality
transformation. Then by construction we have the same metric and torsion,
but different complex structures. More explicitly, we add lagrange multiplier
terms to the lagrangian (60) to get the first order lagrangian,6
K = −
∫ x dζ
ζ
ln(1 + ζ) +
1
2
(ln y)2 + (Φ1 + Φ2)e
iθy + (Φ¯1 + Φ¯2)e
−iθy
+(Φ1 + Φ¯2)xye
iφ + (Φ¯1 + Φ2)xye
−iφ (61)
where
x =
ΛΛ¯
ΦΦ¯
, y = ΦΦ¯, eiθ =
Φ
Φ¯
, eiφ =
Λ
Λ¯
, (62)
(here Φ, Φ¯,Λ, Λ¯, and hence x, y, θ, φ, are now unconstrained superfields).
6This duality superficially resembles a well-known and trivial duality between chiral
(twisted chiral) superfields and linear (twisted linear) superfields.
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As Φ1 is semichiral (D¯+Φ1 = 0), Φ1 = D¯+ψ− for some unconstrained ψ−,
and varying ψ− we get
D¯+(Λ + Φ) = 0 . (63)
Similarly, we have
D¯−(Φ + Λ¯) = 0 , (64)
D+(Λ¯ + Φ¯) = 0 , (65)
D−(Φ¯ + Λ) = 0 . (66)
From the above, we get
D¯+D−(Φ− Φ¯) = 0 , (67)
D+D¯−(Φ− Φ¯) = 0 , (68)
which show that Φ is chiral superfield. Similarly Λ is shown to be twisted
chiral superfield, and we recover the superspace Lagrangian (60). Instead, if
we vary θ, φ, x, y, we find the relations
eiθ = (
Φ¯1 + Φ¯2
Φ1 + Φ2
)
1
2 (69)
eiφ = (
Φ¯1 + Φ2
Φ1 + Φ¯2
)
1
2 (70)
− ln(1 + x)
x
+ 2y|Φ1 + Φ¯2| = 0 (71)
1
y
ln y + 2|Φ1 + Φ2|+ 2x|Φ1 + Φ¯2| = 0. (72)
In this way we can express θ, φ, x, y in terms of Φ1, Φ¯1,Φ2, Φ¯2 (at least im-
plicitly).
Substituting back into (61) gives a new potential K(Φ1, Φ¯1,Φ2, Φ¯2), and
we can find the corresponding complex structures; in particular the anti-
commutator of these complex structures is proportional to the identity [9].
Our dual complex structures K+ and K− are both hermitian and covariantly
constant and their anticommutator has the same property as above.
N = 2 superspace encodes complex structures: For example, chiral and
twisted chiral superfields give complex structures J± with [J+, J−] = 0 [8].
However, generic compact WZW models have [J+, J−] 6= 0. The orientation
14
reversed complex structures K± on SU(2) × U(1) give an example since
[K+, K−] 6= 0. We have found and presented anN = 2 superspace description
based on these complex structures, and hope that this may give insight into
the general case.
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